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ABSTRACT. Modern retail rapid development is an opportunity for fruit and vegetable farmers to fulfill consumer retail business demand. This research give an insight of how marketing communication innovation suggested for local FFV supplier in order to enter modern retail by concerning their competitiveness through modern retail point of view and adjusted with modern retail marketing decision. It applies qualitative design through case study at Retail XYZ Group. The main FFV supplier criteria appointed by the company are supplier price product offering, product quantity, quality and continuity. Overall, almost all of local FFV supplier marketing criteria is perceived worst than import in terms of durability, quantity, service level, after post harvest handling, R&D, and commodity attribute. An incremental marketing communication innovation could be done via direct partnership with small holders who are able to meet retail FFV requirements in commodity quantity, quality, continuity, post harvest handling, durability, research and development facility, product sourcing and availability throughout season, and deliver service excellent. This is an opportunity for the small holder to build a long term relationship marketing with modern retail.
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INTRODUCTION

Business competition between traditional and modern retail in Indonesia are very tight these days. The condition could not be separated from the fact that Indonesia consumer are now begin to be more interest to shopping at modern retail. This is consistent within shopping patterns changes of modern society; the family went shopping to a complete outlet with one stop shopping concept and provides convenience. Consumer lifestyle affects their expenditure patterns of modern society who expect comfort, cleanliness and efficient while doing shopping and this condition is abandoned by consumer of traditional market. (Abdullah, 2003). It is also along with Kovacic et.al (2002), that visiting a market is a cultural activity for people in a urban area and its part of general lifestyle.

Society shopping patterns which shifted from traditional to modern market has been growth quite high from 2004 to 2008. Hypermarket gained the highest outlet sales among other modern market and then followed by mini-and supermarkets (Pandin, 2008).

In 2008 there were five modern retailing with hypermarket category and six categories of supermarkets that dominate the Indonesian market (Rangkuti & Slette, 2010). The increasing number of retail industry players is certainty brings a more competitive business environment. This situation brings consequences for the retail player to create an innovative business strategy.

One of the biggest retail with supermarket category is Retail XYZ Group with 10.61 percent share in 2008 and gain the 6th rank over 15 biggest supermarkets in Indonesia (Pandin, 2008). Retail XYZ Group show as the largest and strongest regional retailer with aggressive and expansive which mostly operates in West Java (Kanjaya, 2010). This retail business growth every year and also has been expanded to various type of retail store. Retail XYZ Group comes with several formats ranging from department stores and supermarkets (Kanjaya, 2010).
Fresh food in the supermarket business has a high risk compared with the other products. Only a few of supermarkets in Indonesia have a good fresh product turnover. Furthermore, if supermarkets could sell fresh food with good turnover it is likely that many consumers will come to buy the fresh food (Kanjaya, 2010).

Fruits and Vegetables is one of the fresh foods that have a high risk of damage. According to Labaste (2005), characteristic of horticultural products especially for fresh consumption, has a high perishable nature and the relatively high value volume. Although horticultural products are high risk products, it has a very large market opportunity. Through modern retail market opportunities which currently grows rapidly, especially in offering new opportunities to improve the bargaining position of small holder to compete in filling the market opportunities. FFV in modern retail not only fulfill by local supplier but also importer of FFV products. Therefore, local FFV farmers who sell their product to modern retail should have a high competitiveness in order to be more attractive to the modern retail and give other option for modern retail of FFV sourcing. Hence to apprehend this opportunity so that modern retail will then purchase local FFV products, it can be done through innovation.

Innovation is a detection and fulfillment of unfilled wants of potential customers. This suggests that successful companies are likely to have strong marketing skills in the language of the marketing profession, they will have a high degree of market orientation a concept usually measured by the extent that a company bases its activities on information about consumers, through collecting relevant data, digesting it, disseminating it within the company and reacting to it (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990 in Traill, 2002).

An important strategic option for companies that want to remain in the top of the industry is to pursue a prospector strategy which brings continuous streams of innovative new products to the market or implements new processes before competitors do (Miles and Snow, 1987). A Rapid changing on customer behavior gives consequences for the company to keep innovative continuously. An innovative business actor with a good marketing performance can bring a bigger competitive advantage.

It is stated that marketing and communications of a business company are a major and persuasive element of an organization that can be use to bridge with the market by delivering and communicating ideas then become the first step to build a certain perception toward business product (Porcu et.al, 2012). This means that company should be able to interpreted costumer needs and wants into company product. Therefore it is substantial to develop a relationship through marketing communication between FFV supplier and modern retail. Thru a structured communication, whether producers and costumer will be able to interact dynamically each other and gain a mutual benefit for both.

Furthermore, marketing communication innovation is not only eternally a breakthrough in exercising something, but in some way it can a form of renewal or alteration (Masterman and Wood, 2005). So that creating a new way of an incremental marketing communication is also considered as an innovation to gain a better competitiveness. Therefore, this research give an insight of how marketing communication innovation suggested for local FFV supplier in order to enter modern retail by concerning their competitiveness through modern retail point of view and adjusted with modern retail marketing decision.

**METHOD**

This research is done at Retail XYZ Group as one of the biggest local retail in West Java. Qualitative research method was applied with case study design. Data collection conducting were through interview with five company management, there are Retail XYZ Group Chief Operation and four personnel of buyer division of fresh product, two buyer personnel each for local and import fresh fruit and vegetable in order to determine retail marketing strategy for fresh fruit and vegetable product on the next five years; through primary data based on closed questionnaire concerning on retail perception of supplier marketing whether local or import FFV supplier; through retail field observation; and through other complementary secondary data.

From the result of interview of company management, then supplier marketing evaluation criteria was build for the questionnaire, both for local and import fresh fruit and vegetables supplier. By using likert scale in four range of category 1 to 4, then respondents need to evaluate the marketing of FFV supplier. The questionnaire result interpretation is through linier numeric of scale by giving a score or scale where the score of one was concern as negative pole, and score of four was as positive pole. Afterwards, specify the score range which is 0.75 with four categories as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale Range</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 &gt; x &gt;= 3,25</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,25 &gt; x &gt;= 2,5</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,5 &gt; x &gt;= 1,75</td>
<td>Ordinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,75 &gt; x &gt;= 1</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**FFV Product of Retail XYZ Group**

Fresh products sales contribution target especially in subsidiaries stores at big cities with lifestyle and superstore format is rise up to 40% - 50% with fresh product contribution approaching 15% - 17%. It is forecasting to be increase in every year. This is one the impact of consumer shopping behavior changes that are now more like to shop their needs on fresh product in modern retail such as supermarket or hypermarket rather than in traditional market.
Product procurement neither for local or import FFV are apply forward purchasing system, made by contractual letter between retail and supplier deal which specify product quantity, quality, payment system with competitive price. This strategy is considered better for its guarantee in product availability and continuity rather than spot market mechanism which giving a huge possibility of uncertainty risk in supplier sourcing cost, product availability and continuity. Spot market mechanism successfuleness depends on procurement division to get the appropriate supplier.

The company has cooperate with dozen of FFV local supplier, whether a supplier which also a farmer (producer) or a trader supplier. They also partnering with five importers for FFV products who supplied the product to all subsidiaries store. The company also have fresh product division and auction division who responsible for product procurement, product buying, supplier and product sourcing, and also screaming potential supplier.

Retail XYZ Group Marketing Decision Matrix Change For FFV

Marketing as part of a firm business function that could be use as one of firm strategy in order to compete and survive in business competition (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). Indonesian business retail indeed offers a good prospect with its huge market potential (Sopiah & Syihabudhin, 2008).

Nowadays, Modern retail store become Indonesian consumer choice to fulfill their daily needs especially for food is now emerge in various store types. This also affect to FFV provision availabilities and its marketing program and strategy.

The existing of small holder of FFV at Retail XYZ Group is already been supplied since fresh product becoming one of their supreme product. It shows by the embrace of small holder in West Java and East Java who become supplier of tomatoes, durian, and mangoes. The increasing of FFV demand at every Retail XYZ Group subsidiaries store is one of the reasons for the company to finally decide to use small holder to be their supplier in order to fulfill the insufficient supply from the other supplier. However, Retail XYZ Group has certain policy for FFV small holder who become their direct supplier only for those who able to fulfill company requirements for the fresh fruit and vegetables concerning product quantity, quality, and continuity.

One of marketing concepts is concerned with change but in a more orderly structured way (Stokes, 2000). Along with the statement, This mean that consumer requirements on FFV have been change since modern retail market has appeared to be one of their choices to shop. Modern retail is a reflection of socio economic, culture, and lifestyle changes. It charges a higher and better product demand by the costumers. If the company failed to fulfill consumer needs and wants will lead them to fail in loose in the business.

Market strategy is also an organizational philosophy, which relies that marketing is a set of value and beliefs with costumer as central point to the success of the organization (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990) It shows that how a customer or market orientation is one of key success of the company. To reflect costomer needs and wants, Retail XYZ Group has an organized plan with their FFV product existence marketing strategy and how it might change due to marketing environmental changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Decision Marketing Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy Future Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Skimming price with high margin on import FFV</td>
<td>• Add more lifestyle genre and subscription type with more FFV provision and variety of especially local exotic fuyrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct sourcing to local and foreign production center of FFV for high demand</td>
<td>• Gain more local supplier and import to fulfill the needs of exotic FFV in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FFV variety provided based on market potential at every subsidiary store</td>
<td>• Sourcing more FFV from local supplier closer to subsidiary store and distribute it directly without thru DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some local fruits are a lot more expensive than import fruits by means of its cost</td>
<td>• Farmer direct partnership will only be done with farmers who are capable of meet retail requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Processed, 2012

Retail XYZ Group future planning for their marketing strategy for the next five years in general is to keep doing sourcing for the best FFV product which considered as product with high potential market. It is done in order to add FFV product variety for each store type and quest to find FFV producers directly from their place of origin whether for FFV local or import. Nevertheless, it should be feasible with company financial planning including FFV product provision cost and price. In seeking out markets for agricultural products, it is often a good idea to start locally (Phillips and Peterson, 2007). This means that Retail XYZ Group marketing strategy for FFV is now shifted and focus on market and consumer behavior changes and mapping the appropriate marketing in next several years with the involvement of FFV producers not just the supplier. Food safety and traceability system are also market determinants in agribusiness vegetables international trade (Perdana, 2009).

Direct product sourcing from the foreign farmers is recognized to be cheaper in price rather than buy it from the national importer. This strategy is already begin by doing product sourcing for durian fruit directly from Thailand without through the importer,
and several fresh fruit local from local farmer in West Java and Central Java. The company hopes to get a high quality of supplier which able to supply their FFV to the retail as the consequences of the more costumers prefers to go the modern retail. This is also an opportunity for FFV producers to be direct retail supplier, and does not rule of the possibility for small holder as long as they can fulfill retail requirement.

**Modern Retail Perception towards Marketing of FFV Supplier**

According to the management of assessment of Retail XYZ Group, overall supplier evaluation criteria for supplier performance FFV imports have better marketing than the local FFV suppliers in almost all marketing criteria are assessed. Retail XYZ Group needs a supply that can keep pace with the FFV demand from consumers. Suppliers that fill the needs of the supply must have a good service. The successful marketing of the product is determined by whether or not the services provided by a company in marketing their products (Assauri, 2010). Local FFV supplier service level is worse than the FFV imported suppliers. This is reflected in the ability of local suppliers to meet demand quantity of the product in accordance with the Yogya much better on supplier FFV imports than local suppliers.

Table 3. Modern Retail Perception towards FFV Supplier arketig

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing Criteria</th>
<th>Supplier Rating Average</th>
<th>Supplier Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service level</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Bad, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment capabilities of FFV demand</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFV quality</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFV durability</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFV post harvest handling</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D Facility</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier knowledge</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFV packaging</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFV production</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product sourcing easiness</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of FFV throughout season</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFV supply forecasting accuracy</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiness in product storage</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of storage</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness of orders</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaint handling</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical assistance for FFV handling</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping cost incurred</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of FFV</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Good, Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Bad, Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed, 2012

Provision of local FFV quantity is perceived worse than imported FFV. FFV provision on supplier is affected by the level easiness of FFV sourcing supplied to retail and availability of storage space such as warehouse storage at the supplier. FFV procurement in accordance with the desired quality of Retail XYZ Group in FFV import is easier than FFV local. Hence to the production capacity of local FFV farming are still not good enough, especially from small farmers. FFV local small farmers have some limitations and problems in terms of education, lack of capital and limited land area. In terms of production, technology owned by local FFV pertain not have high technology to tackle climate change dynamics. FFV small farmers who deals only in the production sub-system does not know what kind of products desired by consumers so that the handling and production is not oriented to consumer desires. Another problem is producers are not aware of the final buyers of their produce. Since intermediaries hinder the visibility of the marketing channel, thereby restricting a producer’s choice to that of the first intermediary (Bignebat, 2009).

Although local farmers have various limitations and problems, but they have good category of FFV quality which is supplied to Retail XYZ Group. But in terms of durability, FFV from local suppliers perceived worse than the imported FFV suppliers. This is because of a worse post-harvest handling through standardization, grading and handling. Post-harvest handling is supported by research and development facilities, especially for post-harvest technology. It is also perceived that a research and development function of FFV importer is better than local FFV suppliers.

FFV is a perishable product, and then one of the technologies used by the supplier to maintain durability FFV is packaging to protect the product from disability and easiness of storage. The use of packaging on local FFV suppliers worse than the suppliers of FFV imports. This is because it is not all local FFV using packaging and packaging when using, not all FFV use proper packaging and in accordance with the characteristics of the FFV.

Both FFV local supplier import have good knowledge about the products FFV. FFV local supplier knowledge can affect the capability of product handling of sub-system FFV production that will affect marketing sub-system. Good knowledge of the products should be backed up with FFV technology in order to obtain good quality FFV.

FFV product continuity deliver from suppliers to Retail XYZ Group can be supported by the availability of storage and easiness of storage products (size and shape). FFV availability of local suppliers has less storage space than imported FFV suppliers. FFV is supplied from local suppliers have worse storage product storage. Limitation of storage space on local FFV supplier local will impact to the limitation of FFV stock. Besides local FFV has a size and shape that does not support to storage easiness. The use of
packaging such as cardboard and other packaging that is low, resulting in difficulties in storing and consuming large place.

Availability of FFV throughout the season either on local suppliers and suppliers FFV imports included in the qualifications bad. Although imported FFV suppliers can meet the demand quantity but not year-round availability of FFV offered. This is because in most FFV, such as fruits have characteristics that do not harvest throughout the year but harvested in a given month. Imported FFV suppliers have more accuracy in predicting the supply of products that suit the needs of the number of retailers, such as on the day of Eid, Christmas and new year imported FFV suppliers already have more inventory because knowing the day as an important day when retailers will give a higher demand.

Service supplier in the local FFV supplier has time delivery and handling complaints from the retail slower than imports. This is presumably due to the management of suppliers is still traditional and so much slow in action. FFV supplier time management poor local retailer performance because it can hinder the timely delivery is important for the retailers.

FFV price offered both by local supplier and importer is perceived in a good rating despite the higher average of import supplier. Shipping costs of both suppliers including good category rating average although higher import supplier. This shows that the price of local FFV can compete with imports. The price of local FFV is mostly affected by transportation cost. According to Setijadi (2012), the price of local products FFV expensive mainly because of high transport costs. Transportation costs include all costs to be incurred for the delivery of FFV products from production centers to markets or merchant / retailer. Percentage of transportation costs to the price of FFV is quite high. A poor FFV product handling on local suppliers is affecting to the limitation of product availability supply to the retail. Consequently of this condition is that only limited quantity of local FFV that can meet retail FFV standards quality. Hereafter, it is the cause of the increasing of local FFV price.

A special promotions given supplier FFV import is much better than the local FFV suppliers. Promotion given by the supplier is usually a bonus imported FFV with overstate the quantity of total demand. Promotion in the form of bonuses is rarely done by local supplier because the supplier is still lacking to meet the retailer demand.

The lack of knowledge and the quality of the staff working in the retailer will give negative impact to consumers (Gustafsson et al, 2009). Therefore staff should have a good knowledge of the FFV that are marketed by retailers as well as knowledge about the product handling. FFV imports and local suppliers have extensive knowledge about the product being marketed, but suppliers of imported vegetables and fruits provide technical assistance in the form of sharing and managing knowledge in dealing with a better product than the local FFV supplier.

CONCLUSIONS

Innovation is generally considered to be one of the key drivers of corporate success (Cardozo et al.1993). Keep being innovative will keep the company to be competing among the turbulence changes in business environment. In marketing, innovation is recognized to contribute significantly to extend that a firm is market driven (Hurley and Hult 1998; Manu and Sriram 1996). Market driven with costumer focus will lead the company to planning and mapping consumer willingness from a product. Especially for FFV product with less product differentiation will make the consumer easily to switch their buying to the competitor. From marketing point of view innovation is a tool to face the competition from competitors. In this competitive environment the firms can only compete either by reducing the cost or by innovation (Abrar et al., 2009). One of the important issues marketers face in this context is how to successfully market their innovations (Frambach, et.al. 1999).

However, build an innovative marketing is not an easy thing to do, because it should be through a long process and it needs a sufficient and proper resource.

There are three main of common innovation determinants were identified of an organizational innovation; there are management support for an innovative culture, a customer/market focus, and a high level of internal and external communication/networking (Read, 2000). These innovation determinants of FFV modern retail local supplier, means they need to internalize innovative behavior as their internal business culture in order to make distinction and keep competitive among their competitors. It has been found though, in the few identified studies, that there is a positive relationship between organization innovativeness and its performance (Read, 2000). Therefore, as its need to be developed for both modern retail and their FFV local supplier by means of consumer-driven in order to fulfill consumer needs and wants is by applying marketing communication innovation and then interpreted into a better marketing performance of FFV supplier.

A better and more qualified of local FFV supplier to communicate with modern retail as their buyer will increase their bargaining position in the market. Marketing communication is critically important. Local FFV suppliers should start to communicate more frequently with the buyer either by telephone, text or email. It is also approving that access to means of communication (telephone, internet) is paramount (Labaste, 2005). A good marketing communication will generate good relationship marketing. Communication in marketing relationship serves not only as persuasion tools but also to inform, to listen and to answer which requiring interaction between the communication actor as a two way communication (Duncan and Moriarty in Andersen, 2001).

According to Kotler (2000) relationship marketing is one of a concept to build a long term business
relationship as its goal in form whether by satisfying customer and suppliers. Inter organizational processes and systems can be set up with joint goal setting, procedures and activities (Johansson, 2001). By managing customer relationship it is an opportunity to build continuous competitive advantage towards brand, product or companies comparing relatively with others (Rangkuti, 2002).

In the future there is possibility for the retail to make a direct partnership with small holders who are able to meet retail FFV requirements; this is an opportunity for the small holder to build a long term relationship marketing with modern retail. In the future this relationship could become an incremental marketing communication innovation. One of the goals by creating relationship marketing between FFV supplier and modern retail is FFV product improvement that appropriate with modern retail demand in product quantity, quality, continuity, post harvest handling, durability, research and development facility, product sourcing and availability throughout season.

In order to make a long term relationship marketing, service is one of considered complementary factor to satisfy customer. In this case, delivering service excellent through marketing communication with the modern retail as FFV supplier costumer is thru Local FFV supplier service improvement especially technical assistance which covers technical assistance concerning local FFV product knowledge characteristic and product handling. This is important especially for FFV staff of the modern retail to know well how to handle and organize local FFV. It is considered that every FFV has its own characteristics and it should be treated also in a different way. This application could be impact on local FFV quality improvement because the product will have longer display ability and it is expected to escalate local FFV product sales at the modern retail. Service excellent from local FFV supplier also should be done concerning time management in order to improve time speed and accuracy to deliver the product. Other service excellent which also can improve local FFV supplier performance is after sales service serves for the retail particularly in respond and act to every retail demand.
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